WAYNE COUNTY – SR 1003(M20) #115599
PROPOSAL:$11.76 PLANS 8.5x11:$2.40
This project is for the resurfacing and rehabilitation of approximately 6.6 miles of existing roadway on STATE ROUTES 1001 and 1003 in WAYNE COUNTY, VARIOUS MUNICIPALITIES in the COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA with Superpave Asphalt Mix Design, Binder Course, Seal Coat, Guide Rail, Tree Trimming, Line Painting and other miscellaneous construction. The limits of each SR are as follows: SR 1001 Segment 01900 Offset 0000 to Segment 0190 Offset 2914 (0.55 MI) SR 1003 Segment 0010 Offset 0000 to Segment 0112 Offset 2569 (6.05 MI)

SOMERSET COUNTY – SR 0000(911) #105960
PROPOSAL:$27.24 PLANS:$8.80 12X18:$10.80 24X36:$156.00 X-SEC:$1.10 12X18:$1.35 24X36:$19.50
This project is for the construction of the September 11th National Memorial Trail to provide a safe and efficient bicycle/pedestrian trail connecting the Pentagon Memorial, Flight 93 Memorial and National September 11 Memorial. This project is the first portion of the connection between the Great Allegheny Passage (GAP) Trail and the Flight 93 National Memorial. This first phase of trail construction will originate in Garrett at the GAP Trail and terminate near the State Route (SR) 6219/020 Transportation Improvement Project. The first phase is approximately 1.487 miles in length and includes a combination of 0.805 miles of on-road trail and 0.682 miles of rails to trails on the former CSX Buffalo Creek Railroad right-of-way. The proposed alignment of this segment of the trail follows established streets within the Borough of Garrett, transitioning to an abandoned railroad bed, paralleling Buffalo Creek, as it passes through Summit Township and into Brothersvalley Township. The abandoned railroad bed no longer contains the raised ballast platform that supported the ties and tracks. All work to be completed as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 0000, SECTION 911, in SOMERSET COUNTY SUMMIT & BROTHERSVALLEY TOWNSHIP.

CLEARFIELD COUNTY – SR 153(269) #108139
PROPOSAL:$30.84 PLANS:$25.08 12X18:$30.78 24X36:$444.60 X-SEC:$11.00 12X18:$13.50 24X36:$195.00
The description and location of the project is as follows: For the improvement of a certain section of STATE HIGHWAY in CLEARFIELD COUNTY, CLEARFIELD BOROUGH, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, STATE ROUTE 0153, SECTION 269. This project being situated as follows: On State Route 0153 from Segment 0401/Offset 1736 to Segment 0370/Offset 0584, for a length of approximately 3,569 feet (0.676 miles). (On South Front Street from the intersection with SR 322 to the intersection with South Second Street.) For the restoration of roadway using Superpave Asphalt Mixture Designs for the base, binder and wearing courses, drainage improvements to include 18, 24, 30 and 36 inch pipe, inlets, pavement base drain, guide rail, cement concrete curb, cement concrete sidewalk, waterline relocation, traffic signals, pavement markings and miscellaneous construction as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package.

BERKS COUNTY – SR 12(2MB) #115182
PROPOSAL:$22.08 PLANS:$52.36 12X18:$64.26 24X36:$928.20 Ex St:$34.10 12x18:$41.85 24x36:$604.50
Pavement and bridge deck resurfacing and minor bridge repair work to be done at night, and other miscellaneous construction, as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 0012, SECTION 2MB, in Berks COUNTY City of Reading, and Muhlenberg Township from approximately SR183 at segment 20 offset 2447 to approximately 1000 feet east of Spring Valley Road at segment 110 offset 2796.

INFO. ON SPECIFIC QUANTITIES IS AVAILABLE WITH AN APC SPECIAL SERVICE BULLETIN SUBSCRIPTION
WESTMORELAND COUNTY – SR 1020(0) #108357
PROPOSAL: $16.80 PLANS: $2.42 12X18: $2.97 24X36: $42.90
Surface improvement contract of certain sections of various State Routes in Westmoreland County. Construction consists
of milling, asphalt courses, base repair, pavement markings, drainage, and other miscellaneous construction on all or
portions of the selected State Routes, all as indicated on the approved drawings for various State Routes in Westmoreland
County.

CRAWFORD COUNTY – SR 2031(B00) #78854
PROPOSAL: $13.08 PLANS: $6.60 12X18: $8.10 24X36: $117.00 X-SEC: $1.54 12X18: $1.89 24X36: $27.30
Ex St: $0.88 12X18: $1.08 24X36: $15.60
For rehabilitation of an existing P/S Adjacent Box Beam one span structure with an overall length of 81.4 LF, minimal
approach roadway paving with Superpave asphalt mixtures, guardrail improvements and other miscellaneous construction, as
indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 2031, SECTION B00, in CRAWFORD
COUNTY, OIL CREEK TOWNSHIP south side of intersection with SR 1013 at Segment 0070 Offset 0000.

CLEARFIELD COUNTY – SR 119(0) #108314
PROPOSAL: $16.56 PLANS: $2.20 12X18: $2.70 24X36: $39.00
The description and location of the project is as follows: For the improvement of certain sections of STATE HIGHWAYS in
CLEARFIELD COUNTY, VARIOUS TOWNSHIPS and BOROUGHS, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Group 2-20-ST2.
For the improvement to 3 State Routes having a combined construction length of approximately 12,944 linear feet (2.5 miles),
involving various combinations of milling, scratch and resurfacing, using various Superpave Asphalt Mixture Designs for base,
binder and wearing courses, guide rail, various pavement markings and legends, and miscellaneous construction as indicated on
the approved drawings.

DAUPHIN COUNTY – SR 81(WAL) #105864
PROPOSAL: $28.44 PLANS: $46.64 12X18: $57.24 24X36: $826.80 X-SEC: $22.44 12X18: $27.54 24X36: $397.80 Ex
St: $8.14 12X18: $9.99 24X36: $144.30
The SR 0081 Section WAL project includes the construction of six new sound barriers. The project also includes clearing of
vegetation at existing sound barriers, updated drainage; shoulder widening, guardrail, barrier, and signing and pavement
markings. The project limits are as follows: SR 0081 Section WAL from Segment 0700/0701 Offset 2068/1955 to Segment
0720/0721 Offset 2019/1884, a length of 10400.00 linear feet (1.970 miles), all as indicated on the approved drawings included
in the Bid Package for STATE ROUTE 0081, SECTION WAL, in DAUPHIN COUNTY; LOWER PAXTON TOWNSHIP.

McKEAN COUNTY – SR 3002(0) #108330
PROPOSAL: $17.28 PLANS: $3.52 12X18: $4.32 24X36: $62.40
The description and location of the project is as follows: For the improvement of certain sections of STATE HIGHWAYS in
MCKEAN COUNTIES, VARIOUS TOWNSHIPS and BOROUGHS, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Group 2-20-ST5. For
the improvement to 1 State Routes having a combined construction length of approximately 26571 linear feet (5.0 miles),
involving various combinations of milling, scratch and resurfacing, using various Superpave Asphalt Mixture Designs for
binder and wearing courses, curbing, sidewalks, detectable warning surfaces, guide rail, various pavement markings and
legends, and miscellaneous construction as indicated on the approved drawings.

INFO. ON SPECIFIC QUANTITIES IS AVAILABLE WITH AN APC SPECIAL SERVICE BULLETIN SUBSCRIPTION
HUNTINGDON COUNTY – SR 22(012) #96597 – From 4/23 to 7/2 to 7/9
PROPOSAL:$28.44 PLANS:$4.84 12X18:$5.94 24X36:$85.80
This project is for the pavement preservation of approximately 6.9 miles on SR 0022 in Huntingdon County. Work of SR 0022 includes milling and resurfacing, guiderail, drainage & signing upgrades, pavement markings. This project also includes work on SR 0522 Gem Curve for drainage improvements and other miscellaneous construction as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 0022, SECTION 012, in HUNTINGDON COUNTY, PORTER AND SMITHFIELD TOWNSHIPS, at the locations indicated on the plan.

CAMBRIA COUNTY – SR 403(002) #106051 – From 4/23 to 7/2 to 7/9
PROPOSAL:$36.96 PLANS:$17.82 12X18:$21.87 24X36:$315.90
This project is for the pavement preservation of approximately 4.2 miles of SR 0403 in Cambria County. Work includes milling and resurfacing, drainage improvements, guide rail upgrades, signing, traffic signal upgrades, ADA ramps and other miscellaneous construction, as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 0403, SECTION 002, in CAMBRIA COUNTY, UPPER YODER TOWNSHIP, FERNDALE BOROUGH, CITY OF JOHNSTOWN at the locations indicated on the plans in the bid package.

DAUPHIN COUNTY – SR 0000(---) #113408 – From 6/25 to 7/9
PROPOSAL:$16.92 PLANS:$3.52 12X18:$4.32 24X36:$62.40
This project is in various districts and counties and is on Various Interstates and State Routes throughout the state. This project consists of new sensor installs at four of BPR’s CAVC existing sites and a new solar panel installation at one CAVC site.

LACKAWANNA COUNTY – SR 81(IGR) #115381
PROPOSAL:$103.20 PLANS:$3.30 12X18:$4.05 24X36:$58.50
This project is for upgrading existing guiderail and end treatments on Statewide Interstate System based on Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) criteria in District 4. This project is to replace end treatments and substandard guiderail on the Interstate system (BPN1) to meet current acceptable standards and other miscellaneous construction, as indicated on the approved drawings included in the bid package for STATE ROUTE 80, 81, 84 & 380, in VARIOUS COUNTIES and indicated on the plan set.

INFO. ON SPECIFIC QUANTITIES IS AVAILABLE WITH AN APC SPECIAL SERVICE BULLETIN SUBSCRIPTION